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ABSTRACT

As more and more students get access to computers to aid them in their studies, they also gain access to machines that can play games, which can negatively affect a student's academic performance. However, it is also debated that playing video games could also positively affect a student’s academic performance. In order to address both sides of the argument, we can create an app that limits the amount of time a student has to play games while not completely removing the ability for students to play games.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As video games grow to be more popular, students will start dedicating more of their time to playing video games [1][2][3]. The debate on whether this is positive or negative has been raging since video games have come out with valid arguments from both sides [4][5]. On one side, games could stimulate a student’s mind and be a platform for social interaction, but it could also cause a student to perform poorer academically. Many parents who do not want to see their child perform poorly academically will completely ban video games, which eliminates the possibility for any positive outcomes to come from a child playing games [6]. However, doing the opposite and letting a child play to his or her heart’s content will lead to the child neglecting schoolwork and performing worse in school. The real problem linking games and bad grades is the frequency and duration of time spent on video games. If a student was to spend excessive amounts of time playing video games or playing games the day before an important test instead of studying, the student is not going to perform in school as well as he or she could have if the student spent his or her time studying instead of playing. If a student were to occasionally play a few games only during times where there are no upcoming tests, he or she would be able to play some video games without being completely distracted by games around upcoming tests, which eliminates the risk of bad grades playing right before a test brings. However, not all students have enough self-discipline to achieve this, so an alternate method must be used to limit the time a student can use for gaming. One solution that can limit the game time of a student is through the use of an app that allows parents and a student’s grades to regulate the time available for a student to play games can be used to control the duration and frequency of a student’s gaming [7][8].
2. Motivation and Challenges

Many students in the modern day require a computer for school so they can do their homework, use a word processing tool to write up an assignment, do research, and do many other things. However, when given a computer, many students will use it to play video games. Although it is widely debated that video games aren’t necessarily a bad thing for children, excessive time in front of a game almost certainly is. By using an app that can limit the amount of time a child can play games and automatically close a game when the time limit has ended, a student can spend some time playing games, while still being able to use a computer to do school related tasks. However, a few problems still remain as to how an app that would do this would work [9].

When coding an app that can detect if a student is playing games, we are faced with a few problems. One problem is how the app can determine a game is a game. To the computer, a game is just another process running on the computer, so there isn’t a way to determine if a running process is or isn’t a game. Because our app has to determine if a process a game in order to close it, this problem must be overcome. Another problem is how the amount of time a student can use their computer to play games is determined. The easiest way to accomplish this is to give a set amount of time for every student. However, even though this accomplishes the goal of setting a time for each student, this method does not reflect their performance in academics. In order to set a student’s time based on his or her academic performance, another method must be used.

3. Solutions

Figure 1 is an overview of the blocker solution. It has 3 components: 1) The desktop application that monitors and blocks the game applications; 2) A web-based system that enables teachers to input grade and push the blocking configurations to the database [10][11]; and 3) A mobile system [12][13] to allow parents remotely monitor and control the blocking status.

In order to detect if a process that is running on a student’s computer is a game, we can store the process names for many games on a database and stop the game from running if the process name for a game is detected running on a computer. Additionally, in order to set the amount of time a student has access to playing games, we can make an app for parents to control the available time a student has to play games and a portal for teachers, where grades can be input.
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in order to determine the time a student has for games based on their performance in school [14][15].

Figure 2 shows the desktop UI of the blocker program that runs on the computers to monitor. Figure 3 shows an excerpt of the code that implements the detection and monitor engine, while Figure 4 shows the code that implements the desktop UI component.
The app works by checking the processes running on the computer against a database of the process names of certain games. When a game is detected, the app will automatically terminate the process. In order to set a time limit on a student, we keep the time remaining for every student stored on a database, which can change depending on the scores, which are input into a portal by a teacher, or they can be changed by a parent. When the timer is turned on, the app stops terminating processes to let a student play their games, while counting down from the time remaining. When the time remaining becomes zero, the timer stops and the app starts terminating processes again.
4. RELATED WORK

There are many existing parental control apps out there such as Windows Live Family Safety (), Norton Online Family (), or Family Shield. What makes our app stand out is that rather than completely locking a student out of their computer after a time limit has ended or only blocking apps outside of the Windows Store, like Windows Live Family Safety, or only blocking and monitoring traffic to websites, like Norton Online Family or Family Shield by OpenDNS, our app blocks games from running on a computer rather than blocking websites and monitoring internet traffic, unlike Norton Online Family, Family Shield and Windows Live Family Safety, a student is free to continue using his or her computer to study after the time limit has finished.
In this paper, we have created an app that blocks games from running on a computer after a period of time determined by a student’s academic performance, which stands out from existing parental control apps that already exist. To address the problems, we encountered while designing the app, we created a system where a game’s process name is checked with a database full of the process names of various games and we developed a system where a student’s academic performance affects the amount of time is available to them for playing games. However, some problems still remain. Some games may not be in our database, so a student can play them as much as they want. To combat this, artificial intelligence can be used to track a student’s behavior on their computer and if the behaviour is suspicious, it can add the process name of the game into the database, making it unplayable with the timer off.
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